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REVIEW ARTICLE

New Editing Tools for Gene Therapy in Inherited Retinal
Dystrophies
Juliette Pulman,1,* José-Alain Sahel,1,2,3,4 and Deniz Dalkara1

Abstract
Inherited retinal dystrophies (IRDs) are a heterogeneous group of diseases that affect more than 2 million people
worldwide. Gene therapy (GT) has emerged as an exciting treatment modality with the potential to provide long-
term benefit to patients. Today, gene addition is the most straightforward GT for autosomal recessive IRDs. How-
ever, there are three scenarios where this approach falls short. First, in autosomal dominant diseases caused by
gain-of-function or dominant-negative mutations, the toxic mutated protein needs to be silenced. Second, a
number of IRD genes exceed the limited carrying capacity of adeno-associated virus vectors. Third, there are
still about 30% of patients with unknown mutations. In the first two contexts, precise editing tools, such as
CRISPR-Cas9, base editors, or prime editors, are emerging as potential GT solutions for the treatment of IRDs.
Here, we review gene editing tools based on CRISPR-Cas9 technology that have been used in vivo and the recent
first-in-human application of CRISPR-Cas9 in an IRD.

Introduction
Inherited retinal dystrophies (IRDs) are a heterogeneous

group of diseases that affect more than 2 million people

worldwide.1 Clinical presentations are very heteroge-

neous, with variable symptoms (either isolated or syn-

dromic), age of onset, and, in most cases, severity.

IRDs are genetically very heterogeneous, with almost

300 genes reported (https://sph.uth.edu/retnet/) and

often with multiple mutations for each gene. They can

be transmitted by all modes of inheritance: autosomal

recessive (ar), autosomal dominant (ad), X-linked, or

mitochondrial.

Gene therapy (GT) has emerged as an exciting treat-

ment modality with the potential to provide long-term

benefit to patients. Today, gene addition (also referred

to as gene supplementation or replacement) is the most

straightforward GT for arIRDs and is rapidly gaining

ground in the clinic. Gene addition therapy for RPE65 de-

ficiency, marketed under the name Luxturna, is the first

successful implementation of adeno-associated virus

(AAV)-mediated GT in ophthalmology. Luxturna is des-

tined for the treatment of retinitis pigmentosa (RP) or

Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA) associated with

Rpe65 mutations.2,3

Despite the successful application of gene addition in

this type of rare monogenic recessive IRD, there are

three scenarios where this approach falls short. First, in

ad diseases that are caused by gain-of-function or

dominant-negative mutations leading to toxicity, gene

addition cannot be used. Second, a number of IRD

genes exceed the limited carrying capacity of AAV vec-

tors of <5 kB. Third, there are still about 30% of patients

with unknown mutations that cannot be treated with this

type of approach.

In this context, precise editing tools, such as CRISPR-

Cas9, are emerging as a potential GT solution for the two

first scenarios, opening new possibilities for treatments of

IRDs. Due to its immunoprivileged environment and rel-

ative isolation from other organs, the eye is at the fore-

front of innovative therapeutics and is a good indicator

to know where the future major advances will be in

GT. In this review, we explore gene editing tools based
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on CRISPR-Cas9 technology that have been used in vivo

in the eye, and we highlight those that are already in clin-

ical application. We also focus on the potential future

uses and limits of CRISPR-Cas9 and other new editing

tools in IRDs.

Gene Editing Tools Used for the Treatment of IRDs
Gene editing tools have aroused interest for years for

their potential utility in GT. Zinc finger nucleases and

transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs)

were the first-generation nucleases to be used in gene

editing.4–6 They achieve sequence-specific DNA-binding

via protein–DNA interactions. TALEN was, for example,

used to correct Crb1 in mice by homology-directed repair

(HDR).7 However, their complex design makes them

more difficult to engineer new versions, reducing their

potential applicability toward use in research and

therapy.4,8

CRISPR-Cas9 is a powerful tool that can precisely and

easily edit a specific sequence of DNA. The meteoric rise

in its use since its application in mammalian cells in

20139 is due to the ease of design and handling, now

make it a promising tool for GT. Here, we review how

CRISPR-Cas9 has been used in vivo, mainly in murine

models but also in its first use in humans to treat IRDs

as part of an ongoing clinical trial (NCT03872479). We

also discuss the use of new editing tools, namely base ed-

itors (BEs) and prime editors (PEs), and the critical steps

preceding their clinical application in IRDs.

CRISPR-Cas9 for the treatment of IRDs
Recently, the idea of using targeted genome editors has

been set forth as an alternative means to achieve thera-

peutic benefit in IRDs. In particular, the CRISPR system

brought genome editing into the mainstream with an in-

creasing number of applications.10

CRISPR-Cas9, derived from a bacterial adaptive im-

mune system, is a simple, easy-to-use, and highly specific

gene editing tool. In the CRISPR-Cas9 system, a Cas9

endonuclease is directed to a specific DNA region via a

guide RNA (gRNA). The Cas9 endonuclease then in-

duces a site-specific double-strand break (DSB). The

site-specific alteration of DNA activates multiple DNA

repair mechanisms: non-homologous end joining

(NHEJ) rapidly ligates DNA ends without processing,

which can lead to small insertions or deletions (indels)

and gene disruption, whereas HDR uses a DNA template.

HDR can be used to induce a specific modification at a

specific site.11

Because the gRNA targets a specific site, CRISPR-Cas9

genome editing can be easily directed to virtually any ge-

nomic site by delivering the complementary gRNA se-

quence along with the Cas9 endonuclease.12 As the

design of the gRNA is simple, it is relatively easy to target

a new gene or a new mutation using the same tool.

Multiple Cas proteins have been discovered and stud-

ied, with different sizes, efficacy, and recognition motifs.

In control mice, Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (SpCas9)

was the most efficient one using an AAV2-7m8 vector

in retinal cells in vivo.13 However, it is difficult to fit

SpCas9 into one AAV. And a dual AAV system can be

problematic when translating to the clinic. Therefore,

Streptococcus aureus Cas9 (SaCas9) is often used, as it

can fit into a single AAV along with its gRNAs

(Fig. 1). CRISPR-Cas9 can be delivered to the retina by

subretinal injection or by intravitreal injection (Fig. 2).

The first to send CRISPR-Cas9 in the eye for therapeu-

tic use, in 2016, Bakondi et al. injected a plasmid con-

taining Cas9 and gRNA subretinally in combination

with electroporation in a rat model of IRD with mutation

Rho.S334ter.14 Using a gRNA targeting an allele-specific

single nucleotide substitution unique to the RhoS334 al-

lele, they obtained an allele-specific disruption of

Rho.S334, which led to a 35% improvement in the visual

acuity of the treated eye compared to controls, observed

by optokinetic tests. However, no difference in visual

function was detected by electroretinography (ERG).14

It has also been found that subretinal electroporation of

a CRISPR-Cas9 plasmid expressing two gRNAs into

Rho.P23H transgenic mice leads to specific disruption

of the mutant allele and reduction of the mutant RHO

protein.15 Later, two articles confirmed the feasibility of

an allele-specific disruption of Rho.P23H, one with a

plasmid DNA and another with a dual AAV9 variant de-

livery (AAV9-PHP.B), both showing a reduction of pho-

toreceptor degeneration with a partial preservation of the

outer nuclear layer (ONL) thickness.16,17 Delivery using

an AAV vector leads to improved retinal function mea-

surable by ERG.17

Another study used a mutation-dependent approach for

the second most prevalent mutation P347S of RHO. They

obtained around 10% of indels in murine photoreceptors

after subretinal delivery of a dual AAV2/8 carrying

SpCas9 and its gRNA, which leads to a significant im-

provement of the ERG b-wave amplitude in transgenic

mice.18

All these approaches rely on mutation-specific gRNAs.

They specifically disrupt the mutant allele using CRISPR-

Cas9 to reduce its toxic effect and rely on the wild-type

(wt) allele to express sufficient amounts of protein.

However, in some cases, this might not be sufficient

due to haploinsufficiency. Moreover, IRDs are geneti-

cally very heterogeneous, and there are often multiple

different mutations, even in the same gene. For example,
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there are more than 100 dominant mutations in the RHO

gene (see https://sph.uth.edu/retnet/home.htm), and it

seems difficult to generate a sequence-specific inhibitor

for each mutation at a large scale for a putative therapy.

Consequently, mutation-independent methods have

been tested, with the disruption of both alleles, and

with an additional gene supplementation. For example,

Tsai et al. used a dual AAV2/8 vector with saCas9 and

a double gRNA to disrupt both alleles of RHO in a murine

model carrying the RHO.P23H mutation, with a gene ad-

dition of the wt RHO cDNA. They obtained an improve-

ment of the ONL thickness and a functional improvement

of the photoreceptors.19 Recently, this group used the

same strategy of suppression and replacement but with

a dual AAV8 vector in a new hRHOC110R/hRHOwt hu-

manized murine model of rod-cone degeneration. They

FIG. 1. Characteristics and mechanism of several CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing tools. Adeno-associated virus capacity
is limited to maximum of 3.9 kb for the carried gene. However, the sizes of the cDNA and proteins are increasing
with the improvements and changes in the different gene editing tools. ABE8E cDNA size from Ritcher et al.98

CP-CBEE cDNA size from Huang et al.99 PE cDNA size from Anzalone et al.46
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significantly hamper photoreceptor degeneration for at

least 6 months, showing that this suppression and re-

placement strategy could be used also for other adIRDs.20

In parallel, another interesting use of CRISPR-Cas9

was developed to treat RP in a gene-independent manner.

Nrl is responsible for rod fate determination during pho-

toreceptor development. Therefore, disrupting Nrl by

CRISPR-Cas9 leads to the reprogramming of rods to

cone-like photoreceptors.21 In RP, most of the mutations

are found in rod-expressed genes, leading to primary rod

photoreceptor death and degeneration. By changing the

rod cell type to cones that do not express the mutant gene,

negative effects of the mutation can be circumvented, and

the cone photoreceptor cells can survive longer,22 restoring

visual function in two murine models of RP.23

McCullough et al. show that editing with CRISPR-

Cas9 in somatic photoreceptor cells is transferable to

nonhuman primates. They targeted GUCY2D using

saCas9 delivered by an AAV5 and demonstrated reduced

retGC1 expression.24 Shortly after, Maeder et al. also

used nonhuman primates as a model to complete the pre-

clinical proof of concept for the use of CRISPR-Cas9 for

therapy in LCA type 10 (LCA10), an IRD causing severe

childhood blindness caused by CEP290 mutations. The

most common mutation is IVS26 (c.2991 + 1655A>G),

a point mutation located within an intron. It creates a

novel splice donor site, resulting in the inclusion of

128 bp and creating a premature stop codon.

EDIT-101 is a therapy that specifically targets this muta-

tion using the CRISPR-SaCas9 technology and two specific

gRNAs packaged into an AAV5. When injected subreti-

nally in both mice and nonhuman primates, EDIT-101

achieved an editing efficiency of >10%, which could in the-

ory be sufficient for a therapeutic effect, since approxima-

tely 10% functional foveal cone photoreceptors would be

sufficient for a good visual acuity.25

EDIT-101 is now in Phase I/II clinical trials

(NCT03872479), and recently positive outcomes have

been reported in terms of both visual outcomes and safety

(from the XIX International Symposium on Retinal

Degeneration, 2021, Mark Pennesi et al., ‘‘BRIL-

LIANCE: A Phase 1/2 Single Ascending Dose Study of

EDIT-101, an in vivo CRISPR Gene Editing Therapy,

in CEP290-Related Retinal Degeneration’’). Today,

CRISPR-Cas9 is the most advanced gene-editing tool,

compared to BEs or PEs, to proceed to clinical applica-

tions. And based on current results promises, CRISPR

will continue to bring new possibilities to treat IRDs.

FIG. 2. Schematic figure of the eye, demonstrating the possible routes of delivery to introduce a gene editing
system into the eye to target the retina (highlight in yellow) for gene therapy to treat IRDs.
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Most of the currently reported studies transport the

CRISPR-Cas9 system’s DNA via an AAV. However, as

AAV delivery of CRISPR-Cas9 leads to the permanent

expression of Cas9 protein,26 this might have adverse

effects on the rest of the genome27 as well as potentially

eliciting immune reactions to the microbial Cas9 pro-

tein.28 Unlike gene replacement therapy, the CRISPR

-Cas9 and its gRNA only need to be present for a limited

amount of time to be functional. Therefore, transient ex-

pression of CRISPR-Cas9 using either mRNA or ribonu-

cleoprotein (complexes of Cas9 protein with its gRNA)

using a nonviral delivery system arose as a possibility

to deliver this system into cells.

Lipids are currently the most developed nonviral deliv-

ery vectors.29 However, they have as yet only been used

in an age-related macular degeneration murine model30,31

and not for IRDs. Also, nanoparticles composed of thin

glutathione (GSH)-cleavable covalently crosslinked

polymer coating and decorated with the all-trans retinoic

acid were also used to deliver CRISPR-Cas9 to murine

eyes in vivo and led to >4% gene editing in retinal pig-

ment epithelium (RPE) cells,32 showing its feasibility

but also the limited efficacy of nonviral vectors.

In conclusion, AAV is the main vector system today for

the delivery of CRISPR-Cas9 into retinal cells. However,

due to possible long-term effects of the permanent expres-

sion of CRISPR-Cas9, nonviral delivery systems of tran-

sient Cas9 are being explored.32 However, their efficacy

is still limited, and their toxicity needs to be investigated.

Improving CRISPR-Cas9 for the treatment of IRDs
In the previous presented analyses, Cas9 is mainly used

for its DSB capacity, and the main repairing pathway

exploited is NHEJ, which leads to indels and gene inac-

tivation. HDR, another repair pathway, can specifically

introduce a defined genomic change using a template

DNA sequence. But HDR only functions in the late

S-G2 phase and therefore in dividing cells. So, it is not

a therapeutically viable mechanism to induce DNA repair

in post-mitotic retinal cells and neurons in general.

Nevertheless, CRISPR-CjCas9-mediated HDR, delivered

into an AAV9, has been shown to mediate >1% HDR in

the RPE of rd12 mice, which was sufficient to increase

a- and b-wave responses (+21% and +40%, respectively)

by ERG.33

CRISPR-Cas9-mediated HDR was also used in an

X-linked RP murine model with a Rpgr mutation. Partial

correction of Rpgr via CRISPR-Cas9-mediated HDR

gene editing therapy improved photoreceptor survival.34

In an effort to increase HDR in post-mitotic cells, Cai

et al. added a bacterial recombinase (RecA) to SpCas9

and used it to target Pde6B in postnatal rd1 mice using

in vivo electroporation. They obtained a restoration of

the expression of PDE6B in rod photoreceptors and an

improved visual function in treated mice.35 These results

demonstrate the potential of HDR by improved CRISPR-

Cas9’s variants but impose further challenges due to in-

creased construct size by the addition of the RecA.

In the absence of homology-dependent recombination

of template sequences, homology-independent targeted

integration (HITI) can be used as an attractive alternative

mechanism to knock in or promote correction of a se-

quence in IRDs. HITI is based on NHEJ-mediated tar-

geted integration of a transgene.36 A donor DNA

containing homologous arms matching the genomic

locus of interest is inserted by the NHEJ pathway in be-

tween the flanking sites due to the DSB created by

Cas9. When the donor DNA sequence is inserted in the

correct orientation, it prevents further Cas9 cutting.

A HITI-AAV was designed to restore the photorecep-

tors’ function in a rat model with a homozygous 1.9 kb

deletion of intron 1 to exon 2 in the Mertk gene. The

HITI-AAV contains a copy of Mertk exon 2 and a Cas9

with a gRNA targeting Mertk intron 1. Thereby, by

leveraging HITI, the AAV will lead to an integration of

a copy of Mertk exon 2 into intron 1. Subretinal injection

leads to a 4.5% increase in Mertk mRNA expression lev-

els, better preservation of the ONL thickness and signif-

icantly improved ERG b-wave responses.36 As HDR

repair pathway is limited in post-mitotic cell, HITI offers

an interesting alternative for insertion of a transgene in

nondividing cells and might help advance basic and

translational research in GT.

Lastly, microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ)

can also be used as a repair pathway to mediate mutation

replacement using CRISPR. MMEJ uses microhomolo-

gous sequences for error-prone end joining, resulting in

deletions flanking the original break. It can be used as a

‘‘MMEJ-mediated gene knock-in strategy’’ to allow

precise integration of a DNA donor in a desired geno-

mic locus.37 For example, single-AAV2/8 delivery of

CRISPR-SaCas9-MMEJ allows the corrected editing

rate of 11% of Gnat1 homozygous 59 bp deletion in

rods in Gnat1IRD2/IRD2/Pde6ccpfl1/cpfl1 mice with MMEJ-

mediated mutation replacement. It leads to improvement

in light sensitivity and partial ERG rescue.38

As previously mentioned, prolonged overexpression of

CRISPR-Cas9 may lead to increased off-targets27 and

immune responses.28 To this aim, variants of CRISPR-

Cas9 with a restricted activity window have been devel-

oped, but only a few have been tested in the eye in vivo.

One such example is a self-inactivating ‘‘kamikaze’’

CRISPR-Cas9 system. A second gRNA is added, in addi-

tion to the ‘‘target gRNA’’ and targets the SpCas9 itself.
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Such a system has been used in the IRDs after delivery by

an AAV vector by intravitreal injection in transgenic

mice and achieved high-efficiency genome editing and

a decreased level of SpCas9 mRNA.39 Further studies

should look at off-targets and immune response com-

pared to regular Cas9.

Finally, catalytically inactive Cas9 (dead Cas9) can be

fused with transcriptional repressors or activators to in-

duce a transcriptional repression (CRISPR interference,

or CRISPRi) or activation (CRISPRa).40,41 This system

was used to repress Nrl in a mouse model of RP. Nrl

knockdown mediates the reprogramming of rod cells

into cone-like cells that are resistant to RP, with con-

comitant prevention of secondary cone loss.42 In con-

clusion, CRISPR-Cas9 improvements offer many

possibilities for the treatment of IRDs but will need to

be tested in larger animal models in vivo to determine

their suitability for clinical use.

BEs and PEs for the treatment of IRDs
Newer types of gene editing tools, called DNA BEs or PEs,

allow the repair of point mutations without inducing a

DSB.43 BEs are the fusion of CRISPR-Cas9 and a deam-

inase enzyme, which allow the direct conversion of a sin-

gle nucleotide. Cytidine BEs convert C$G nucleotides into

A$T nucleotides, and adenine BEs convert A$T nucleo-

tides into C$G nucleotides.44,45 PEs consist of a Cas9 en-

donuclease fused to an engineered reverse transcriptase.

They copy genetic information from a prime editing

gRNA into a specific target genomic locus. Prime editors

enable precise modification of all 12 possible classes of

point mutations without requiring DSBs or donor DNA

templates.46

PEs have less stringent protospacer adjacent mo-

tif requirements due to the varied length of the re-

verse transcription template compared to BEs and

also no ‘‘bystander’’ edits.47 However, PEs have

been less tested in vivo than BEs, and their specificity

and potential for off-target modifications remain to

be studied.

BEs have been efficiently delivered by subretinal in-

jection via a dual AAV8 into photoreceptor cells, result-

ing in around 50% C$G-to-T$A editing efficiency among

transduced rod photoreceptors.48 BEs were also used to

correct a Rpe65 mutation in vivo using lentiviral vectors.

Correction of around 16% in the treated RPE tissue of

rd12 mice restores the visual chromophore and rescues

retinal and visual function (recovered average a- and

b-wave amplitudes of 44% and 65% of the wt control re-

sponses, respectively).49

These tools are rapidly evolving. For example, an

evolved BE minimizes even more the risk of off-targets.

Bacterial selection was used to increase the stringency of

the selection on modified TadA enzyme, contained in the

BEs, to increase its activity.50

Also, thanks to fundamental research on CRISPR evo-

lution, other RNA-guided nucleases called OMEGA have

been discovered, suggesting that they are more common

than previously suspected. Further research into their

mechanism may lead to the development of even more

powerful gene editing tools.51 In the future, these new

editing tools will provide vast possibilities for the treat-

ment of IRDs in vivo, even in post-mitotic cells.

However, one major limitation is their size, as they

cannot be packaged into a single AAV. Indeed, as repre-

sented in Figure 1, in parallel with their optimization,

new editors tend to gain size and exceed the carrying ca-

pacity of single AAVs, requiring the use of two dual

AAVs. For example, a dual-AAV strategy was recently

designed to deliver BE in neonatal mice.52 However, to

limit a potential immune response, only half the dose of

viral particles can be administered per vector, but both

vectors need to transduce the same cell, limiting the po-

tential efficacy. Moreover, with further increased sizes

in BEs and PEs, even a dual-AAV strategy will be chal-

lenging. An important bottleneck is thus to find adequate

delivery systems to transition their application into the

clinic.

Genes of Special Interest for GT Using CRISPR-Cas9
Gene addition is the most straightforward option for treat-

ing IRDs caused by a single recessive gene defect. In this

type of treatment, addition of a normal copy of the gene

into affected cells compensates for the loss of gene func-

tion due to a mutation. However, here we focus on the two

main categories where gene addition using an AAV vec-

tor cannot be implemented due to either gain-of-function

mutations leading to toxicity or the large size of the gene

to be replaced. So, ar diseases due to mutations in big

genes cannot be addressed by gene addition using a single

AAV. Although dual or triple AAV systems are currently

being evaluated to overcome this obstacle,53 gene editing

tools offer a more promising alternative to treat these two

types of diseases in the long run.

Suppression and replacement for ad diseases
Ad diseases, which are caused by gain-of-function muta-

tions leading to toxicity, cannot be addressed by gene ad-

dition therapy. GT for dominant-negative mutations is

much more complex, since the causal mutation needs to

be silenced.

In the eye, there is a particularly high number of ad dis-

eases, accounting for 15–20% of all IRDs.54 adIRDs are

characterized by an important genetic variability, with
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more than 1,000 variants reported55 and often with mul-

tiple mutations for each gene. In this context, it seems

arduous to create a new targeting system using CRISPR-

Cas9 for each mutation. One possibility to scale up the

applicability of gene editing therapy is to perform bial-

lelic knockout of the mutated gene. Healthy gene expres-

sion can complementarily be provided at the same time

(suppression and replacement).

For example, more than 200 mutations have been

reported in RHO, which is the most commonly mutated

gene in adRP (accounting for around 30% in the United

States and 20% in Europe).56 These mutations are refer-

enced in the Human Gene Mutation Database (http://

www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/).57 Gain-of-function and/or dominant

-negative mutations in RHO lead to a progressive loss of

rods, resulting in a subsequent loss of cones and therefore

progressive vision loss.

There is currently no treatment available for this dis-

ease, although Editas Medicine is currently developing

a gene editing therapy using a dual AAV strategy: one

AAV carries the SaCas9 to knock out the endogenous

RHO, and the second AAV carries an exogenous RHO

under a RHO promoter and the gRNA for the SaCas9.

They obtained a 30% reduction in endogenous hRHO

mRNA expression and up to 400 · replacement expres-

sion of exogenous RHO mRNA in mice with a knock-

in of human RHO.58

However, this strategy of suppression and replacement

will need to overcome multiple challenges in the coming

years to be a viable therapy for patients.

As the ad diseases are due to a gain of function or a

dominant-negative effect, the accumulation of the mu-

tated protein is toxic to the cells. For mutations in RHO

for example, multiple consequences of the defect can

occur, and the toxic effect will generally be cumula-

tive.59 In a suppress and replace strategy, the suppres-

sion by knockout will need to be sufficient to reverse

or at least slow down the progression of the disease.

However, thus far, CRISPR-Cas9 only reduces endoge-

nous hRHO mRNA by 30% in vivo in a humanized

mRhohRHO/+ mouse model.58

The same silence and replace strategy was developed

before but using a shRNA for the silencing instead of

the CRISPR-Cas9, and this obtained around the same ef-

ficacy, with 26% reduction in the hRHO transcript level

(in a different model of humanized mice with mutation

P347S).60 However, in a canine model of RHO-adRP,

an 80% suppression of the endogenous canine RHO

RNA was achieved,61 suggesting that, for now, shRNA

might be more efficient than CRISPR-Cas9 in providing

suppression. An important step will be to investigate if

this decrease is sufficient to obtain a therapeutic effect.

Moreover, overexpression of RHO can be toxic.62,63

Therefore, the additional replacement of RHO will need

to be tightly monitored, especially if the endogenous

RHO is not completely knocked out. Furthermore, if

the CRISPR-Cas9 cut is in a coding region, the exoge-

nous RHO cDNA should be modified so that CRISPR-

Cas9 does not cut the additional replacement of RHO.

To avoid this problem, silent mutations can be introduced

into the RHO cDNA.61,63 However, the silent mutations

can decrease the rate of translation and the efficacy of

the replacement.

Mutation repair using BEs or PEs for arIRDs caused
by mutations in large genes
As mentioned previously, gene supplementation is today

the most commonly used GT for treating IRDs caused by

a single recessive gene defect.

Currently, AAVs are the most efficient and safe gene

delivery vectors. A dozen clinical trials are now exploring

this strategy to improve clinical outcomes in patients af-

fected with monogenic recessive diseases of the retina

with known mutations.64 However, the packaging capacity

of an AAV is limited to 4.7 kb, and several cis-regulatory

elements need to be included in the transgene cassette be-

sides the cDNA of the gene of interest. The gene of inter-

est, with a promoter, is inserted between inverted terminal

repeats (ITRs) alongside a polyadenylation signal. ITRs

are each 145 bp (around 300 bp in total), short polyadeny-

lation signals are around 200 bp, and the smaller promoters

are around 500 bp. Even with the smallest elements, the

size of the carried gene cannot exceed 3.9 kb.65,66

But the coding sequences of many genes involved in

IRDs are larger and exceed this capacity of AAV (see

Table 1). Lentiviruses have a bigger packaging capacity

but have a very low photoreceptor transduction efficien-

cy.67 Other GT solutions besides gene replacement using

viral vectors should therefore be found to treat those

arIRDs. For example, a correction of the mutation

using editing technologies could be a solution.

One possibility to induce a precise repair of the mu-

tation is to use CRISPR-Cas9-mediated HITI, which

generates a DNA knock-in, even in nondividing cells.

A transgene can be integrated at a specific site to repair

a mutation for a potential GT. However, CRISPR-

Cas9-mediated HITI efficacy in vivo in the retina is

currently limited. In a rat model, a CRISPR-Cas9-

mediated HITI induces a 4.5% increase in the mRNA

expression levels of the gene of interest and with

only a partial restoration of vision.36 Moreover, the

DSB generated by CRISPR-Cas9 will also activate

other repair pathways, leading to indels, and also car-

ries the risk of off-targets.
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Newer editing tools, namely BEs and PEs, enable pre-

cise and targeted nucleotide substitutions without induc-

ing a DSB.44–46 BEs can introduce all four transition

mutations, and PEs can perform all 12 possible transition

and transversion mutations as well as small indel muta-

tions. They offer real hope as therapeutic tools to correct

disease-causing mutations in IRDs.

Certain candidate genes for GT using BEs or PEs might

be more suitable to start with. IRDs, being a heterogenous

group of diseases, and some other diseases might be sim-

pler to treat for initial proof-of-concept studies.

First, IRDs can affect only the eye or can be syn-

dromic. Due to its immune privilege and its relative iso-

lation from other organs, the eye might be easier to target

than other organs using intraocular injections. Therefore,

we here focus only on nonsyndromic retinal dystrophies

(Table 1).

Furthermore, to select good candidates for GT using

BEs or PEs, it is important to consider the age of onset

and the rate of degeneration of the disease. Gene editing

should be implemented as soon as possible after the ge-

netic diagnosis of the disease. It will be easier, at least

at the beginning, to target diseases that have a late age

of onset and are nonprogressive or with a relatively

slow rate of degeneration. However, if the gene editing

is very efficient, it might be possible to overcome these

challenges. For example, EDIT-101 is now being tested

in a Phase I/II clinical trial (NCT03872479), even though

it targets the CEP290 gene leading to LCA10, where the

age of onset is very early.25

Stargardt disease (STGD) is considered to be a less se-

vere disease than cone-rod dystrophy or RP because of

the retina-wide involvement implicit in the latter diag-

noses. Mutations in ABCA4 are a major cause of

STGD, and even though they cover a wide spectrum of

severity, most individuals with ABCA4 disease have an

intermediate phenotype between the extremes.68 The

missense mutation c.5882G>A, p.(G1961E) is the most

common mutation of ABCA4 (18.5% in Europe and the

United States).69,70 BE or PEs could be used to reverse

this mutation to stop or slow down the degeneration of

patients’ retinas. But BEs and PEs are recently developed

tools that have not been tested widely in vivo in the eye,

and one of the main challenges will be to deliver them be-

cause of their size.

In the meantime, other GTs are being developed for

ABCA4 mutations in patients with Stargardt’s macular

degeneration. A lentivirus gene addition is currently in

Table 1. Disease-causing Genes Causing IRDs and of Interest for Gene Editing Therapy

Gene name Transcript ID on Ensembl Associated disease category on RetNet CDS (bp) Frequency

CEP290 ENST00000552810.6 Bardet–Biedl syndrome, ar 7,440 Rare74

IFT172 ENST00000260570.8 Bardet–Biedl syndrome, ar 5,250 Rare75,76

ABCA4 ENST00000370225.4 Cone or cone-rod dystrophy, ar 6,822 Frequent77

CACNA1F ENST00000376265.2 Cone or cone-rod dystrophy, X-linked 5,934 Rare78

GPR179 ENST00000616987.5 CSNB, ar 7,104 Rare79

TRPM1 ENST00000397795.6 CSNB, ar 4,812 Frequent79,80

CACNA1F ENST00000376265.2 CSNB, X-linked 5,934 Frequent81,82

CEP290 ENST00000552810.6 Leber congenital amaurosis, ar 7,440 Frequent83

CRB1 ENST00000367400.8 Leber congenital amaurosis, ar 4,221 Frequent84

IFT140 ENST00000426508.7 Leber congenital amaurosis, ar 4,389 Relatively rare85

ABCA4 ENST00000370225.4 Macular degeneration, ar 6,822 Frequent86

ABCA4 ENST00000370225.4 Retinitis pigmentosa, ar 6,822 Relatively rare87

ARHGEF18 ENST00000668164.2 Retinitis pigmentosa, ar 4,086 Rare88

CRB1 ENST00000367400.8 Retinitis pigmentosa, ar 4,221 Relatively rare89

EYS ENST00000503581.6 Retinitis pigmentosa, ar 9,435 Relatively rare90

GPR125 ENST00000334304.10 Retinitis pigmentosa, ar 3,966 Rare91

IFT172 ENST00000260570.8 Retinitis pigmentosa, ar 5,250 Rare91

KIAA1549 ENST00000422774.2 Retinitis pigmentosa, ar 5,853 Rare92

RP1 ENST00000220676.2 Retinitis pigmentosa, ar 6,471 Relatively rare87

RP1L1 ENST00000382483.4 Retinitis pigmentosa, ar 7,203 Unknown
USH2A ENST00000307340.8 Retinitis pigmentosa, ar 15,609 Frequent93

ADGRV1 ENST00000405460.9 Usher syndrome, ar 18,921 Relatively frequent94

CDH23 ENST00000224721.12 Usher syndrome, ar 10,065 Relatively frequent94

CEP250 ENST00000397527.6 Usher syndrome, ar 7,329 Relatively rare95

MYO7A ENST00000409709.9 Usher syndrome, ar 6,648 Frequent96

PCDH15 ENST00000320301.11 Usher syndrome, ar 5,868 Rare97

Sort out from RetNet (https://sph.uth.edu/retnet/) according to these criteria: (1) genes >3.9 kb (do not fit into an adeno-associated virus for gene re-
placement); (2) nonsyndromic IRDs (due to its immune privilege and its relative isolation from other organs, the eye might be easier to target than other
organs using intraocular injections); (3) autosomal recessive (ar) or X-linked IRDs (in autosomal dominant diseases caused by gain-of-function mutations,
the toxic mutated protein needs to be silenced). Coding sequence (CDS) from Ensembl (https://www.ensembl.org/index.html).

IRD, inherited retinal dystrophy; CSNB, congenital stationary night blindness.
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Phase I/II of a clinical trial (NCT01736592), and another

clinical trial using a dual AAV may follow soon.71 Gene

editing therapies will have to be more effective and less

toxic than these other GT solutions to find their place

in the GT landscape.

In addition, to select good candidates for GT using BEs

or PEs, the cell types affected by the disease should be

carefully considered. Most forms of IRDs mainly affect

photoreceptors, but some forms can also affect the RPE

or other retinal cell types. It would be easier to target a

gene expressed in the RPE than in the retina. Indeed,

when injected subretinally, RPE cells absorb more vec-

tors than retinal cells because of the properties of the

cell type: it is a monolayer of cells, there is no barrier

as the outer limiting membrane, and the cells are less

compacted than retinal cells. AAV expression is therefore

more pronounced in the RPE, and the efficacy of CRISPR

is generally higher. Nevertheless, IRDs mainly affect

photoreceptors,72 and only a few genes that are expressed

in the RPE are known to cause IRDs.

Among them, RPE65, LRAT, RLBP1, and RDH5 are

<3.9 kb. Gene addition using AAV vectors, that is cur-

rently at a more advanced stage of development for the

clinic than gene editing, would therefore be more suitable

for arIRDs with mutations in one of these genes. Indeed,

RP and LCA associated with mutations in RPE65 benefit

from the Luxturna gene augmentation therapy.

An important criterion to select a candidate gene for

gene editing therapy will be not only the possibility of an-

other GT, but also the frequency of the gene mutation and

the heterogeneity of the mutations within the same gene.

Many IRDs could benefit from BEs or PEs in the fu-

ture. For example, USH2A or ADGRV1 coding sequences

are 15,609 and 19,557 bp, respectively, and will never fit

into even a dual AAV. However, these tools are recent,

and their efficacy and potential toxicity will need to be

more evaluated in vivo in the eye before going to the

clinic. In particular, although BEs and PEs offer a re-

duced off-target risk, efforts are still needed to narrow

the editing window to reduce by products.

Discussion/Conclusion/
Precise editing tools, such as CRISPR-Cas9, are emerg-

ing as a potential solution for GT and are opening up in-

credible possibilities for future treatments of IRDs.

CRISPR-Cas9 has been tested in multiple animal models

for multiple IRDs and will become an important GT so-

lution in the coming years.

First, CRISPR-Cas9 is exploitable to remove an aber-

rant splice donor and to restore the activity of a given pro-

tein. The main advanced example of it is EDIT-101,

which targets an aberrant splice donor created by the

IVS26 mutation in CEP290 leading to LCA10 and is

now being tested in a Phase I/II clinical trial

(NCT03872479). Dosing of the adult cohort has been

completed, and the trial is now enrolling its first pediatric

patients (from ir.editasmedicine.com, Results and Busi-

ness Updates, August 4, 2021).

Also, ad diseases, which cannot benefit from a simple

gene addition due to the toxic effect of the mutated pro-

tein, could benefit from CRISPR-Cas9 by knocking down

the endogenous mutated gene and replacing it with an ex-

ogenous wt (silence and replace).

Many other IRDs might benefit from gene editing ther-

apy, as the CRISPR-Cas9 toolbox is expanding rapidly,

in particular with BEs and PEs. They could be an alterna-

tive solution to target mutations in genes that are >3.9 kb

and do not fit into a single AAV for a gene addition strat-

egy. However, for now, other options, currently more ad-

vanced, are available to overcome this issue of limited

size packaging of the AAV. For example, dual AAV sys-

tems, lentivirus, and minigenes are currently being devel-

oped. Smaller Cas are also being optimized.73

Gene editing therapy will have to face many challenges

before improving patients’ lives. Important efforts should

be made to increase the efficacy of the CRISPR-Cas9 sys-

tem targeting the retina and to reduce its risks, with specific

attention to off-targets and byproducts. Optimization of the

editor’s vectorization will also be important for future clin-

ical applications. AAV have shown some limits, with po-

tential immunogenicity and increased risk of off-targets

due to the long-term expression of Cas9 derivatives. Con-

sequently, nonviral vectors might emerge as an interesting

solution if important upgrades are made to increase their

low efficacy toward neural tissue.

Gene editing technologies will have to prove better

efficacy and reduce risks to become a realistic and suit-

able GT solution in the coming years. With a parallel

development of the gene editing and delivery technolo-

gies, these improvements look achievable in the fore-

seeable future.
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